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The Woodward’s Project: We wish to warn that you are
being warned
Brian Hutchinson  June 28, 2010 – 7:00 am

Sign Sign everywhere a sign
Blocking out the scenery breaking my mind
Do this, don’t do that, can’t you read the sign

Anyone remember that chorus from the 1970 single, Signs, by the Five Man Electrical Band? (I like this bit from their website bio:
“Few Canadian bands have experienced such intoxicating career highs and deeply frustrating lows…”)

I couldn’t get the damned song out of my head the other day, walking around one part of the Woodward’s complex. So many
warnings. And all in the same area of this vast social/private housing experiment in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside.

Don’t jump to conclusions. These signs aren’t posted in the subsidized, affordable living side of the Woodward’s development.
Nope. They’re on the private, monied side where there have been….let’s just say that when people fill two tall condo towers
straddling pub-packed Gastown and Canada’s largest open drug market, issues may occasionally arise. Including, apparently,
potential crap-flinging from 420 feet.

Here’s another sign that’s plastered all over the 42nd storey rooftop playground, the one we visited on the weekend. I swear, I had
nothing to do with this:
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I can’t recall if this sign went up before I saw that tatooed dude eating pizza in the hotub, or afterwards:

This one makes me a little sad. And I don’t own a pet:
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